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Abstract

The FtsZ protein is a highly conserved bacterial tubulin homolog. In vivo,
the functional form of FtsZ is the polymeric, ring-like structure (Z-ring)
assembled at the future division site during cell division. While it is clear
that the Z-ring plays an essential role in orchestrating cytokinesis, precisely
what its functions are and how these functions are achieved remain elu-
sive. In this article, we review what we have learned during the past decade
about the Z-ring’s structure, function, and dynamics, with a particular fo-
cus on insights generated by recent high-resolution imaging and single-
molecule analyses. We suggest that the major function of the Z-ring is to
govern nascent cell pole morphogenesis by directing the spatiotemporal dis-
tribution of septal cell wall remodeling enzymes through the Z-ring’s GTP
hydrolysis–dependent treadmilling dynamics. In this role, FtsZ functions in
cell division as the counterpart of the cell shape–determining actin homolog
MreB in cell elongation.
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INTRODUCTION

Bacteria cells, with their diverse cell cycles and shapes, have fascinated scientists since they were
first seen by Antonie van Leeuwenhoek under his microscope in the late 1600s. Early microscopic
analyses of bacteria cell cycles and shapes, even at low resolutions, provided a wealth of information
setting the stage for modern-day genetic and molecular studies.

The minimal shape determinant of a bacterium is its rigid peptidoglycan (PG) cell wall, which
surrounds the inner membrane and protects the cell from osmotic lysis (88, 218, 229). This gigan-
tic mesh-like molecule (termed the sacculus) is composed of glycan chains cross-linked by short
peptides (230). An isolated sacculus is able to maintain the cell shape in the absence of any other
cellular components (233). During the cell cycle, the sacculus must accomplish both the insertion
of new cell wall material and the degradation of old material while maintaining its structural in-
tegrity and cell shape at all times (48, 49, 218) (Figure 1). Disrupting the sacculus structure, either
by mis-synthesis or enzymatic degradation, ultimately leads to cell lysis. Not surprisingly, a large
number of antibiotics target the synthesis and/or integrity of the sacculus (188, 192).

Successful bacterial cell division requires the synthesis of the septum and splitting of the exist-
ing sacculus, a process termed cell wall constriction. This process relies on the coordinated action
of a multitude of septal cell wall enzymes and their regulators collectively. While many molecu-
lar players of this process have been identified, it remains unclear how various activities of these
enzymes, often overlapping or redundant, are regulated and coordinated in time and space such
that the cell wall constricts to produce two correctly shaped daughter cells without the danger of
cell wall lesions or lysis.

We are still a long way from adequately answering this question, but it is clear from decades
of research that a bacterial cell division protein, the tubulin homolog FtsZ, is at the center of this
question. In this review, we attempt to illustrate what we know about FtsZ’s role in orchestrating
the complicated task of bacterial cell wall constriction, with a focus on recent insights gained from
high-resolution and high-sensitivity single-molecule imaging studies.
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Uranyl acetate–stained electron microscopy (EM) image of an isolated Escherichia coli sacculus with schematic
drawing of the splitting of old (orange) and insertion of new (green) glycan strands in cell wall elongation and
constriction. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 48. Abbreviation: sPG, septal peptidoglycan.

OVERVIEW OF FTSZ AND THE DIVISOME

In 1968, Francis Jacob and colleagues (85) began probing Escherichia colimutants that were able to
divide at the permissive temperature of 30°C but not at 40°C.They identified that, in one mutant,
PAT84, cells were able to segregate their newly replicated DNA but were unable to constrict
the cell envelope at the incipient division site. The mutation in this strain was later mapped to
the filamentous temperature sensitive gene Z (ftsZ) gene by Lutkenhaus and colleagues (17, 242).
Interestingly, the ftsZ gene resides in the cell division and cell wall (dcw) cluster, which contains
12 cell wall biogenesis genes and four cell division genes that are likely transcribed as one single
transcriptional unit (227) (Figure 2). The physical proximity of these genes within the cluster
indicates that bacterial cell division is tightly coupled to cell wall constriction.
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Figure 2

Chromosomal locations and operon organizations of all divisome genes, including the dcw gene cluster, in
Escherichia coli. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 56.
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(a) Core and (b) non-core proteins of the Escherichia coli divisome.Whenever possible, verified protein–protein, protein–membrane, and
protein–sPG interactions are indicated by the spatial arrangement of respective components. Orange and green lines denote old and
new sPG strands, respectively, as in Figure 1. In panel b, core proteins are colored gray in the background for simplicity. Abbreviations:
IM, inner membrane; OM, outer membrane; sPG, septal peptidoglycan.

The FtsZ protein has been identified as a bacterial homolog of tubulin that hydrolyzes GTP
and self-polymerizes in a GTP binding–dependent manner both in vitro and in vivo (25, 45, 58,
148, 155, 179). In most bacteria examined to date [except for Streptococcus pneumoniae (63)], FtsZ
is the first protein to localize to the future division plane, where it polymerizes into a ring-like
structure, termed the Z-ring. The Z-ring then recruits more than 30 proteins in a largely linear
fashion to assemble into the macromolecular complex termed the divisome (5, 27, 70, 71). The
fully assembled, ormatured, divisome further forms the septal ring complex with other nonprotein
components, including septal PG and inner membrane PG precursors, to carry out cytokinesis,
which includes the complete segregation of the chromosome; inner membrane invagination; cell
wall constriction; and, in gram negative bacteria, invagination of the outer membrane. As we show
below, approximately 20 of the more than 30 divisome proteins are involved in septal PG (sPG)
remodeling and regulation, suggesting again that the central task of bacterial cell division is cell
wall constriction.

In E. coli, the divisome includes 10 core proteins (FtsA, B, I, K, L, N, Q, W, Z, and ZipA)
(Figure 3a), which are essential for cell division and viability (55, 82). Among these core pro-
teins are the division-specific sPG synthases: the PG glycosyltransferase (PGTase) FtsW (212a,
240) and transpeptidase (TPase) FtsI (153). The other core divisome proteins are involved in the
assembly and stabilization of the Z-ring [FtsA (24, 172, 223) and ZipA (78, 147)], chromosome
segregation [FtsK (14, 119)], or the regulation of sPG synthesis [FtsB, L, Q, and N (28, 118)].
MurJ, the conserved flippase for the PG synthesis precursor, lipid II (186, 193), has also recently
been identified as a core divisome component in Staphylococcus aureus (145). The other more than
20 noncore proteins (Figure 3b) are individually dispensable for viability, but many play roles
in important aspects of cell division (46, 127) such as Z-ring stability [Z-ring-associated proteins
ZapA, B, C, and D (33, 53, 54, 76, 80, 178, 198, 235)], sPG enzyme activity control [FtsEX (141,
171, 191, 238), FtsH (156, 215, 216), LpoB (165, 219), NlpD (107, 217, 221), EnvC (220, 221),
and DedD (117)], sPG synthesis and degradation [PBP1b (23, 39), AmiBC (84, 96, 226), and lytic
transglycosylases (99, 231)], and outer membrane invagination [Tol-Pal (170)]. Both the core and
noncore groups are critical for successful completion of normal cell division and correct cell pole
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shape morphogenesis (3, 46, 50, 127). Notably, all of these proteins’ abilities to assemble into
the divisome [except SpMapZ (63)] are dependent on the localization of the Z-ring at the future
division site (70, 71).

Z-RING STRUCTURE

Crucial to our understanding of the Z-ring’s function is a detailed knowledge of its structural or-
ganization in vivo. All known functions of FtsZ are fulfilled in its polymeric form (the Z-ring), and
FtsZ can only hydrolyze GTP in this form, as the catalytic pocket is formed at the interface be-
tween two adjacent FtsZmonomers (158, 189).Additionally, all known protein and small-molecule
antagonists of FtsZ [e.g., SulA (38, 95, 100), SlmA (16, 52),MinC (184),MciZ (19, 81), PC190723
(10, 83), and Compound 1 (206)] act to either promote or inhibit the polymerization of the Z-ring,
highlighting the functional importance of FtsZ polymerization.

Z-Ring Structure Viewed by Conventional Imaging

The Z-ring is most certainly made up of a collection of FtsZ filaments, which could be individ-
ual single-stranded FtsZ protofilaments or units of multiple laterally associated protofilaments.
Atomic structures of FtsZ monomers or dimers in complex with nucleotides from different bac-
terial species are available (111, 114, 138, 158, 159), but the in vivo arrangement of FtsZ protofil-
aments in the Z-ring remains elusive. In vitro structural studies showed that FtsZ protofilaments
can adopt straight, curved, or circular conformation and can further form multistranded bun-
dles, sheets, helices, and toroids depending on polymerization conditions such as GTP hydrolysis,
metal ions, pH, and molecular crowding agents (57, 150, 182, 190). Such a high level of polymor-
phism is likely the key reason why it has been difficult to obtain a uniform polymeric species for
crystallographic or electron microscopic studies.

The first in vivo view of the ring-like arrangement of FtsZ was deduced by Bi & Lutken-
haus (18) in immunoelectron microscopy (ImmunoEM) sections of E. coli cells (Figure 4a). Using
immuno-gold labeling, it was found that FtsZ always localizes to the invaginating division cleft
(septum). Therefore, FtsZ must form a ring-like structure at the septum due to the symmetry
of the rod-shaped cells, and the Z-ring must remodel itself over time to accommodate the in-
ward growth of the septum. These observations were later confirmed and further complemented
by fluorescence microscopy studies in which FtsZ was immunolabeled using dye-conjugated
antibodies in fixed cells or tagged with a fluorescent protein (FP) in live cells (4, 113, 129)
(Figure 4b). The smooth appearance of the Z-ring seen by epifluorescence microscopy led to
the early proposal that the Z-ring could be composed of a single, long protofilament wrapped
around the cell waist multiple times (61). However, calculations based on FtsZ’s GTP hydrolysis
activity and the number of FtsZ monomers at midcell suggest that the Z-ring might instead be
made of short overlapping and laterally interacting protofilaments (9, 61).

These early pioneering works were among the first to demonstrate that bacterial proteins, like
their eukaryotic counterparts, adopt specific subcellular localizations, and that their organizations
are important for their functions. However, these early studies were unable provide detailed in-
formation on the spatial arrangement of FtsZ protofilaments in vivo, mainly due to the sparse
labeling density in ImmunoEM and the diffraction limit of light microscopy experiments.

Z-Ring Structure by High-Resolution Imaging

In recent years, advances in new imaging technologies have pushed the detection limits of electron
tomography and light microscopy to allow the construction of highly detailed molecular pictures
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Z-ring structure. (a) Immuno-gold EM images of constricting Escherichia coli cells show labeled FtsZ molecules (scattered black dots) at
the leading edge of the invaginating septum (18). (b) Fluorescence images of FtsZ-GFP (green) in live E. coli cells outlined in yellow
dashed lines (X. Yang, unpublished data). (c) Cryo-ECT images of FtsZ WT filaments in Caulobacter crescentus (left) (116) and
reconstituted FtsZD212A mutant filaments in liposome (right) (212). (d) Three-dimensional fluorescence-based superresolution images
of WT FtsZ-rings (left) and FtsZD212A mutant rings in E. coli (116). (e) Current model of the Z-ring depicting the spatial and
dimensional features of the Z-ring (not to scale). The Z-ring is most likely composed of a single layer of short FtsZ protofilaments that
randomly and heterogeneously associate underneath the inner membrane. Abbreviations: Cryo-ECT, cryo-electron tomography; EM,
electron microscopy; FLM, fluorescence microscopy; GFP, green fluorescent protein; SMLM, single-molecule localization microscopy;
WT, wild type.

of bacterial proteinmachineries both in vivo and in vitro (43, 143, 157, 236).These high-resolution
images, coupled with genetic and biochemical studies, have proven powerful in dissecting the
functions of the divisome in ways that were not possible before.

Cryo-electron tomography studies of Z-ring structure.The first in vivo high-resolution struc-
ture of the Z-ring came from cryo-electron tomography (Cryo-ECT) imaging of Caulobacter cres-
centus (116). It was observed that individual, arc-like FtsZ filaments were positioned approximately
13 nm underneath the inner membrane at the site of midcell constriction (116) (Figure 4c). The
filaments were approximately 40–160 nm long and approximately 5 nm in diameter, consistent
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with the dimensions of single FtsZ protofilaments based on previous calculations and in vitro EM
studies (93, 183). Overexpression of wild-type (WT) FtsZ led to an increase in the number but
not the length of filaments, whereas overexpression of a FtsZ GTPase mutant (FtsZG109S) led to a
dramatic increase in the length of the arced filaments and bundling, presumably due to increased
lateral interactions between filaments (116). These results demonstrate that the properties of FtsZ
filaments inside the Z-ring are coupled to its FtsZ’s GTPase activity, similar to what has been seen
in vitro (12, 144).

An interesting finding from this work is that, in all cells analyzed, there were only a few short,
sparsely spaced FtsZ arcs and filaments and no complete Z-rings.Notably, the number of observed
FtsZ filaments atmidcell is significantly less thanwhat would be expected from the expression level
and midcell localization percentage of FtsZ in cells (102). It was proposed that, at any given time,
only one or a few FtsZ protofilaments will come to the inner membrane and undergo a straight-
to-bent conformation change to iteratively pinch the membrane to constrict the cell (116). An
alternative explanation could be that FtsZ filaments in the Z-ring are not well organized or as
well packed as what was seen for other cytoskeletons, such as ParA bundles (187). Therefore,
most FtsZ filaments do not offer high enough contrast against the dense bacterial cytoplasm to
be detected by Cryo-ECT. Nevertheless, this work was the first to suggest that that the Z-ring
may not be a complete ring composed of long, continuous, and well-packed FtsZ filaments, as was
previously proposed.

A later Cryo-ECT study using the sameC. crescentus strain, however, observed long, continuous
FtsZ filaments arranged in a single-layered, multistranded band with an interfilament distance of
approximately 6–7 nm positioned approximately 15 nm underneath the inner membrane (212)
(Figure 4c). A similar organization was seen in a skinny E. colimutant strain, B/r H266 (212). The
distance between FtsZ filaments and the inner membrane was demonstrated to be related to the
length of FtsZ’s C-terminal linker and the size of FtsA: Extending the C-terminal linker length
increased the distance to approximately 20 nm, whereas replacing FtsA with a direct membrane-
targeting sequence (MTS) shortened the distance to approximately 10 nm (212).

The single-layered, multistranded configuration of the Z-ring proposed in this work is differ-
ent from the short, scattered, sparsely arranged FtsZ filaments observed in the early Cryo-ECT
study. If this proposal is true, then it would suggest that lateral interactions (direct or mediated by
other factors) between FtsZ protofilaments play an important role in Z-ring organization. It was
thought that the differences between the two studies could be due to new technical advances in
Cryo-ECT imaging, and that the long, continuous FtsZ filaments observed in the later study could
still be composed of multiple short, overlapping protofilaments due to the resolution limit. Other
alternative sources of these differences could include but are not limited to cell cycle–dependent
Z-ring reorganization, FtsZ expression level, GTPase activity, and cell growth conditions. For
example, the long, multistranded configuration of FtsZ filaments was mainly observed in highly
constricted, 2–3-fold WT FtsZ-overexpression cells, in GTPase mutant FtsZD212A overexpres-
sion cells, or in liposomes with reconstituted Z-rings using Thermotoga maritima FtsA and FtsZ
(212).

Fluorescence superresolution studies of Z-ring structure. In comparison to Cryo-ECT,
fluorescence-based optical superresolution imaging has lower spatial resolution (approximately
20–50 nm) but offers advantages in specific labeling and the capacity for live-cell imaging (236).
In particular, single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM)-based superresolution imaging
proves powerful for small bacterial cells due to its detection of single molecules, which allows
quantitative characterizations of both the spatial features and molecular compositions of bacterial
cellular structures (43, 236).
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Early SMLM studies of the E. coliZ-ring revealed a discontinuous, heterogeneous organization
of FtsZ clusters within the Z-ring (64) (Figure 4d). These FtsZ clusters, likely collections of FtsZ
protofilaments unresolved at a spatial resolution of approximately 30 nm, are approximately200–
800 nm in length, contain approximately 50–400 FtsZ monomers, and occupy a toroidal zone of
approximately 80–100 nm in longitudinal width and approximately 40–60 nm in radial thickness
at the midcell (31, 40, 64, 87, 128) (Figure 4e). The number of FtsZ protofilaments within the
clusters likely ranges from a few to more than 10 (64) if the average length of a protofilament is
assumed to be approximately 30 monomers long (9, 36, 205).

How FtsZ protofilaments associate with each other in the clusters remains unclear, but their
association is likely mediated by protein factors instead of the intrinsic lateral affinity between
FtsZ protofilaments (183). In vitro, it was shown that FtsZ protofilaments only formmultistranded
bundles in the presence of high concentrations of Ca2+ (51, 124), Mg2+ (37, 51), high-molecular-
weight crowding agents (73, 174), or FtsZ bundling proteins (76, 80, 92, 196, 198, 235). In vivo, the
intracellular concentrations of Ca2+ [approximately 90 nM (67)] and Mg2+ [1–2 mM (7, 34)] are
not high enough to promote FtsZ bundling, but the high level of molecular crowding [cytoplasmic
protein concentration at approximately 200–300 g/L (34)], high concentrations of FtsZ bundling–
promoting proteins [i.e., the Zaps, 2–10 μM (65, 235)], and the increased local concentration of
FtsZ near the inner membrane due to membrane tethering could favor the lateral association
of FtsZ protofilaments. In fact, removal of ZapA or ZapB, two Z-ring-associated proteins that
promote the bundling of FtsZ protofilaments in vitro (65), leads to less coherent Z-rings made up
of smaller, more dispersed FtsZ clusters (31, 235).

One interesting observation that emerged from these studies is that, upon overexpression of
FtsZ (approximately 2–6-fold the WT level), the Z-ring width, thickness, and density (number of
FtsZ molecules per occupied unit area) remain constant, while the occupied area within the Z-
ring toroidal zone increases steadily and leads to smoother Z-rings (64, 128). These observations
suggest that the Z-ring is not a tightly packed, regularly spaced polymeric structure, but instead
is made up of heterogeneously organized, loosely associated FtsZ protofilaments that have large
unoccupied spaces between them. If the same number of protofilaments (with a width of approxi-
mately 5 nm) were in tightly aligned clusters with no space in between, as was depicted by in vitro
EM work, then the width of the corresponding FtsZ clusters and, consequently, the Z-ring would
be as thin as approximately 30–50 nm, rather than approximately 80–100 nm, as was measured in
vivo (64).

Although all of the fluorescence-based optical superresolution imaging studies of the Z-ring’s
structure in vivo were consistent with each other, they were met with intense scrutiny. The central
concern surrounding these studies is that, to generate a fluorescent signal, FtsZ must be tagged
with a FP, which is prone to imaging artifacts and function disruption. However, to date, a fully
functional FtsZ–FP fusion does not exist. A FtsZ–green FP (GFP) fusion in Bacillus subtilis (112)
and a sandwich fusion of FtsZ–mNeonGreenSW in E. coli (146) have been shown to support WT-
like cell growth and division as the sole cellular FtsZ copy, but the B. subtilis FtsZ–GFP fusion
strain is temperature sensitive, and the FtsZ–mNeonGreenSW fusion in E. coli exhibits pheno-
types similar to a mild FtsZ GTPase mutant (239). As such, almost all imaging studies were done
in meriploid strains where the FtsZ–FP fusion was expressed exogenously at low levels to label
the WT FtsZ-ring. A substantial amount of effort has been dedicated to ensuring that the infor-
mation obtained from the partially labeled Z-ring represents the true underlying organization of
the Z-ring. Specifically, the apparent heterogeneous morphology of the Z-ring has so far been ob-
served with different FP tags, including Dendra (21, 87, 154, 235), mEos2 (40, 64), mEos3.2 (31,
128),Dronpa (31, 32), and PAmCherry (228); by different superresolution imaging techniques, in-
cluding SMLM (21, 31, 32, 40, 64, 87, 128, 235), structured illumination microscopy (SIM) (185,
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199, 204, 239), and stimulated emission depletion microscopy (98); by immuno-superresolution
imaging targeting native FtsZ (31, 98, 185); by two-color immuno-superresolution imaging of the
colocalization of FtsZ–GFP and native FtsZ clusters (40); by superresolution imaging of FtsZ-
binding proteins (31, 185); and in both gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria, including E.
coli (32, 40, 64, 128, 185, 199), B. subtilis (98, 204), C. crescentus (21, 87, 235), S. aureus (204), S.
pneumoniae (97), and Laxus oneistus symbiont (167). In particular, nematode-associated L. oneis-
tus symbiont γ-proteobacterial cells are large enough to resolve similar discontinuous, clustered
distribution of the native Z-ring using ensemble epi-immuno-fluorescence (110, 167). These ex-
tensive characterizations demonstrate that the discontinuous, heterogeneous organization of the
Z-ring is unlikely to be an imaging artifact, but rather reflects the true in vivo organization of the
Z-ring. As we discuss below, such an organization turns out to be important for Z-ring function.

FtsZ’s GTPase activity modulates Z-ring structure.What governs the Z-ring’s organization?
Overexpression of FtsZ (approximately 10–15-fold WT level) in E. coli led to wider-than-WT
Z-rings under ensemble epi-fluorescence imaging, but these wider Z-rings resolved into multiple
thin bands resembling helical structures under superresolution imaging, and these thin bands have
the same width and thickness as WT Z-rings (64, 128). Similar Z-ring dimensions were observed
in E. coli cells where either a negative regulator (MinC) or positive regulators (ZapA, ZapB, or
MatP) of Z-ring assembly were removed (31, 40). Furthermore, in other bacterial species where
interacting partners and regulators of the Z-ring constitute distinct sets of proteins, Z-ring di-
mensions and organizations are also on par with what was measured in E. coli cells (21, 87, 97, 98,
204, 235). These observations suggest that the ability of FtsZ to assemble into a polymeric Z-ring
with defined dimensions and organization appears to be independent of other proteins or the cell
cycle and, instead, to be an intrinsic property of FtsZ’s polymerization.

The intrinsic property of FtsZ’s polymerization ismost likely itsGTPase activity.The polymer-
ization of FtsZ is stimulated by nucleotide binding in a pocket formed at the monomer–monomer
interface (158, 189), and stochastic hydrolysis of GTP leads to a high probability of the protofil-
ament breaking at the site of hydrolysis (136), resulting in a discontinuous structure. Indeed, the
Z-ring formed by a severe GTPase mutant D212A is much smoother and more homogenously
distributed than WT Z-rings (128) (Figure 4d). This observation could be explained by the fact
that a GTP binding–competent but hydrolysis-incompetent mutant (e.g., FtsZD212A) can form
longer, more stable polymers than WT FtsZ (126). It is also consistent with the recent Cryo-
ECT work, in which long, tightly aligned FtsZ filaments were mainly observed when the mutant
FtsZD212A was overexpressed (212) (Figure 4c).

Single- versus multilayered arrangement of FtsZ filaments in the Z-ring.One remaining
question regarding the structural organization of the Z-ring is whether the Z-ring consists of a
single layer or multiple layers of FtsZ filaments. It is unclear what biological implications such
single- or multilayered filament arrangements might specify, but different arrangements could af-
fect how FtsZ and its associated proteins interact with other periplasmic and cytoplasmic divisome
proteins. Additionally, a single- or multilayered Z-ring may have different mechanical and/or dy-
namic properties that could impact the process of cell wall constriction.

To date, all available Cryo-ECT studies reported a single-layered configuration of FtsZ fil-
aments in the Z-ring (26, 116, 212, 241). However, fluorescence-based superresolution imaging
studies measured a radial thickness of the Z-ring at approximately 40–50 nm, thicker than what
would be expected from a single layer of FtsZ filaments, even when the spatial resolution along
the radial direction is taken into account [iPALM has a z-axis resolution of approximately 15–
20 nm (40, 195)].
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If the Z-ring were indeed multilayered, then FtsZ clusters observed by superresolution imag-
ing would effectively be three-dimensional (3D) FtsZ bundles. FtsZ filaments facing the inner
membrane would be anchored to the lipid bilayer by binding to its membrane tethers, and those
inside and facing the cytoplasmic surface would associate with each other through the lateral in-
teractions described above. With such an arrangement, one could reasonably expect that, when
FtsZ is overexpressed, the bundle may gradually become thicker in all directions, as new FtsZ
filaments could attach to the bundle from both the cytoplasmic and the membrane sides.

However, in all studies to date, when FtsZ was overexpressed, no increase in the Z-ring’s radial
thickness was observed, even in the case of the FtsZD212A mutant (128). At the same overexpression
levels (approximately 5–12-fold WT levels), ZD212A-rings are substantially wider (approximately
130–160 nm) compared to ZWT-rings, yet their radial thickness remains largely constant and sim-
ilar to that of WT Z-rings (128). This observation suggests that the FtsZ filaments are prefer-
entially assembled into the Z-ring along the membrane (via interaction with membrane tethers)
rather than at the cytoplasmic side. This assembly preference would be most consistent with a
single-layered arrangement of FtsZ filaments. A possible explanation of the observed thicker-
than-a-single-layer arrangement of FtsZ filaments in fluorescence-based superresolution imaging
could be that not all membrane-tethered FtsZ filaments are perfectly aligned in the same plane;
instead, they have different curvatures and offsets from the membrane due to the stochastic GTP
hydrolysis within the filaments and the flexible length of the disordered C-terminal linker of FtsZ
(Figure 4e).Note that, if this were indeed the case, then such an irregular arrangement would also
be difficult to detect by Cryo-ECT due to the low contrast that it would offer against the dense
bacterial cytoplasm.

Current Z-Ring Model

In summary, existing high-resolution work suggests a common model for the in vivo structure
of the Z-ring (Figure 4e). The Z-ring is composed of discontinuous, heterogeneously arranged
FtsZ filaments confined in a toroidal zone of approximately 80–100 nm in width and positioned
approximately 13–16 nm beneath the inner membrane. These FtsZ filaments are likely single-
layered and loosely associated with each other via protein factors. Such an organization is largely
independent of FtsZ’s cellular concentration or assembly regulators but is, instead, modulated by
FtsZ’s GTPase activity, with FtsZ mutants with low GTPase activities forming more homoge-
nously organized Z-rings.

Z-RING DYNAMICS

Assembly Dynamics

The Z-ring is not only heterogeneous, but also highly dynamic. Early fluorescent studies showed
that nascent Z-rings in newborn E. coli cells exhibit rapid movement and oscillations in helix-like
patterns prior to coalescing into stable assemblies at the midcell (207, 214). Similar dynamics were
observed in B. subtilis cells during normal growth cycle and sporulation (113). These dynamics
likely reflect the early polymerization and assembly dynamics of the Z-ring.

Subunit Exchange Dynamics

Even when it is stably assembled at the midcell, the Z-ring remains highly dynamic. Early in
vivo fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments showed that the Z-ring
undergoes rapid exchange with the cytoplasmic pool of FtsZ subunits on an approximately 10-s
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Z-ring dynamics. (a) Schematic of the subunit exchange dynamics of the Z-ring. (b) A FRAP imaging sequence showing the rapid
recovery of fluorescence after the photobleaching of half of the Z-ring (white arrowhead) (205). (c) Schematic of the treadmilling
dynamics of the Z-ring. (d) Treadmilling dynamics observed in Escherichia coli (top) (239) and Bacillus subtilis (bottom) (20). For E. coli, the
maximum intensity projections (left), the montages (middle), and the corresponding kymographs (right) of Z-rings labeled with
FtsZ–green fluorescent protein (GFP) in two cells are shown. For B. subtilis, two FtsZ–mNeonGreen-labeled Z-rings (left), montages at
8-s intervals (middle), and the corresponding kymographs (right) of two cells are shown. Abbreviations: FRAP, fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching; IM, inner membrane.

time scale (9, 205) (Figure 5a,b). This exchange rate is independent of the bacterial species
examined (E. coli and B. subtilis), the presence or absence of Z-ring regulators (ZapA, EzrA,
and MinC), and cell-cycle stage (early versus late constriction) but slows down approximately
10-fold when FtsZ’s GTPase activity is reduced to approximately 10% of the WT level using
the FtsZG105S (FtsZ84) mutant. These dynamics are likely caused by the stochastic dissociation of
FtsZ–GDP from the Z-ring and reassociation of cytoplasmic FtsZ–GTP. Specifically, upon GTP
hydrolysis, FtsZ–GDP subunits in the Z-ring, if not directly attached to the membrane, may
break the filament at the site of hydrolysis and dissociate into the cytoplasm, giving rise to the
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discontinuous, heterogeneous Z-ring structure discussed above. The reassociation of cytoplasmic
FtsZ–GTP into the Z-ring maintains the Z-ring structure at a steady state. Interestingly, even
with the fast exchange dynamics, single-molecule tracking (SMT) experiments revealed that
individual FtsZ molecules within the Z-ring are stationary (31, 154), suggesting that the exchange
dynamics do not involve direct movement of FtsZ monomers on the membrane.

Treadmilling Dynamics

Recently, treadmilling dynamics have been demonstrated in FtsZ polymers assembled in vitro on
supported lipid bilayers via membrane tethers such as FtsA, ZipA, or an MTS (121, 177). Tread-
milling is the apparent directional movement of a polymer by the continuous polymerization at
the front of the polymer concurrent with depolymerization at the opposite end, while individ-
ual monomers in the polymer remain stationary (Figure 5c). In both E. coli and B. subtilis, it was
also discovered that FtsZ clusters in the Z-ring exhibited apparent directional movement with a
speed of approximately 25–30 nm/s at midcell (20, 239) (Figure 5d). This directional movement
was independent of cell wall synthesis activity, Z-ring assembly regulators, and stabilizers but was
tightly coupled to FtsZ’s GTPase activity (20, 239). Because individual FtsZ monomers are sta-
tionary in the Z-ring, and because the average speeds of the leading and trailing edges of moving
FtsZ clusters are nearly identical, the directional movement of FtsZ clusters is most likely caused
by treadmilling, as demonstrated in vitro. The treadmilling speed in vivo, however, is approxi-
mately 2–5-fold slower than what was observed in vitro, likely because the different labeling or
membrane attachment schemes in vitro may affect FtsZ’s GTPase activity. Similar treadmilling
dynamics in vivo were soon discovered in other bacteria such as S. aureus (145), S. pneumoniae
(169), and Streptococcus mutans (115). Given the highly conserved GTPase activity of FtsZ, it is
reasonable to expect that treadmilling Z-rings may be universal for all bacterial species. Note that
the redistribution and reorganization dynamics of Z-rings in S. aureus and B. subtilis that were
previously observed using SIM imaging are almost certainly the same treadmilling dynamics, al-
though the spatial resolution of SIM imaging at that time was not high enough to resolve the
directional treadmilling dynamics (185, 204).

FtsZ’s treadmilling dynamics must be related to subunit exchange dynamics because they both
exhibit the same dependence on GTP hydrolysis. If one assumes that, on average, a single FtsZ
protofilament treadmills at 25 nm/s, then the corresponding polymerization and depolymerization
rates at the filament ends would be approximately 5monomers per second [approximately 5 nmper
monomer (123)]. This rate is approximately 50 times larger than what would be expected from the
GTPase activity of FtsZ measured in vitro (approximately 0.1 s−1) (197). While it is possible that
FtsZ’s GTPase activity in vivo could be higher than what is measured in vitro due to the presence
of other regulator factors such as MinC or SlmA, the 10-s lifetime of individual FtsZ monomers
in the Z-ring measured by FRAP and SMT is consistent with the 0.1 s−1 GTPase activity (i.e.,
every 10 s, a GTP molecule is hydrolyzed and, consequently, a FtsZ monomer dissociates; the
dissociation and association rates should be equal on average to maintain a steady-state Z-ring).
What could account for the discrepancy? One possibility is that the GTP hydrolysis activity may
not be uniform along an FtsZ protofilament.The FtsZ subunits at the shrinking tip may hydrolyze
GTP at a 50-fold faster rate than the ones in the middle; alternatively, the ones in the middle may
hydrolyze GTP equally fast but not dissociate from the filament until the GDP-bound monomer
moves to the tip. In such a scenario, one can calculate the average length of FtsZ filaments in vivo,
which would be approximately 10 s × 25 nm/s = 250 nm. Further experiments and theoretical
modeling are required to examine how the slow GTP hydrolysis rate measured in vitro gives rise
to the fast treadmilling dynamics in vivo.
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Figure 6

Schematic of the Z-ring functioning as a scaffold for the divisome assembly. For clarity, individual divisome
proteins are not labeled, but instead are grouped according to their temporal assembly order (early or late).
Most early divisome proteins reside in the cytoplasm or inner membrane and interact with FtsZ directly.
Most late divisome proteins reside in the periplasm or outer membrane and interact with FtsZ indirectly.
Additionally, some of the late divisome proteins’ location patterns do not exactly follow that of the Z-ring in
mutants with perturbed Z-ring structures, indicating that the scaffolding function of the Z-ring is likely to
mark the future division site and recruit other divisome proteins, but not necessarily to act as a scaffold for
the stable assembly of the divisome.

Z-RING FUNCTION

Z-Ring as a Divisome Scaffold

A well-acknowledged function of the Z-ring during cell division is that it acts as a scaffold for the
assembly of all other division proteins into the divisome (Figure 6). FtsZ is the first protein (or
among the first proteins) to localize to the future division site, and its localization is absolutely
required for all of the other proteins to assemble into the divisome (70, 234). This scaffolding
function is most likely achieved through the extensive protein–protein interaction network in the
divisome (101, 104, 132, 166, 175). Protein–membrane and protein–PG interactions in the sep-
tal ring complex are certainly involved, too. In E. coli, direct interactions between FtsZ and the
more than 30 divisome proteins mainly include proteins in the cytoplasm or at the inner mem-
brane, such as Z-ring-associated proteins ZapA, B, C, D, and E (53, 54, 65, 76, 122, 135, 181);
FtsZ’s membrane tethers FtsA (130, 173) and ZipA (78, 79, 120, 147); sPG remodeling regulators
FtsQ (13, 175) and FtsE (44); and the N terminus of the chromosome segregation motor protein
FtsK (15, 104). Most other periplasmic and outer membrane proteins, such as cell wall remod-
elers and their regulators, only make indirect contact with the Z-ring through other proteins.
Additionally, the dynamic, discontinuous Z-ring organization makes it difficult to maintain stable
protein–protein interactions. Therefore, it is possible that the scaffolding function of the Z-ring
serves only to mark the division site for future septum synthesis, but not as a stabilizing force to
hold all divisome proteins together.

Supporting this possibility, the assembly of the divisome is not instantaneous upon Z-ring lo-
calization, but rather temporally stepwise in E. coli (2), B. subtilis (66), and C. crescentus (72). Early
division proteins localize to the future division site around the same time as the Z-ring and include
mostly the ones interacting with the Z-ring directly. Late division proteins arrive approximately
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10–20 min later. They are mainly periplasmic and outer membrane proteins that do not interact
with the Z-ring directly, reflecting a protein–protein interaction relay of the divisome. Further-
more, in E. coli, overexpressing Z-ring antagonists such as MinC (22, 47), SulA (74, 95, 149), or
SlmA (16) results in rapid disassembly of newly assembled Z-rings and slow dissociation of ma-
tured Z-rings (3, 100). Another study showed that, in �zapA or �zapB cells, where the Z-ring is
destabilized and dispersed into multiple diffusive bands, the arrival times of all examined division
proteins at the midcell were unaffected, but their localization patterns were clearly different (31).
The early division protein ZipA followed the same diffusive, multibanded pattern as the desta-
bilized Z-ring, but the late division proteins FtsK and FtsI still formed sharp single bands at the
midcell (31).These observations suggest that late divisome proteins’ localization is not determined
by the Z-ring scaffold. Indeed, recent superresolution imaging studies showed that, at least in E.
coli, the late divisome protein FtsN (118) does not colocalize with the Z-ring, but instead gradually
forms a separate N-ring approximately 40 nm away from the Z-ring in deeply constricted cells
(199). Finally, the Z-ring was found to dissociate prior to the close of the inner membrane and
the disassembly of all late division proteins (149, 201). These results are consistent with a limited
scaffolding function of the Z-ring.

Z-Ring as a Cytokinesis Coordinator

As discussed above, the Z-ring is positioned beneath the inner membrane and above the nucleoid.
This subcellular location and the extensive divisome protein interaction network place the Z-ring
at the prime position to bridge (or communicate with) divisome components from the cell enve-
lope to the nucleoid and vice versa. In E. coli and C. crescentus, ZapA and ZapB in the cytoplasm
stabilize the Z-ring by corralling heterogeneously distributed FtsZ clusters into themidcell assem-
bly zone (31, 32, 235). Interestingly, in E. coli, ZapB binds not only to FtsZ [through ZapA (65)],
but also to a DNA-binding protein,MatP (62).MatP binds to an array ofmatS sequences near the
ter region of the chromosome and is involved in ter macrodomain condensation and segregation
(32, 62, 134, 142). It was found that removing any one of the three proteins (ZapA,ZapB, orMatP)
leads to the dispersion of the Z-ring into smaller FtsZ clusters occupying a wider region at themid-
cell (31). As revealed by 3D superresolution imaging, ZapA resides at similar level as the Z-ring,
approximately 13 nm away from the inner membrane; ZapB forms large, contiguous polymeric
structures approximately 40 nm beneath the Z-ring in the cytoplasm; and MatP forms one or two
punctate clusters that are further displaced approximately 30 nm beneath ZapB (31). With these
molecular-scale distances, a physical linkage of ZapA–ZapB–MatP could form and connect the Z-
ring to the chromosomal termacrodomain (Figure 7). This linkage could help stabilize the highly
dynamic, discontinuous Z-ring at midcell, likely by anchoring the Z-ring to the stable nucleoid.

One interesting aspect of the presence of the membrane–FtsZ–ZapA–ZapB–MatP–DNA link-
age is that it could present an elegant mechanism to coordinate the progression of cell wall con-
striction with chromosome segregation, either mechanically or biochemically. The Z-ring may
act as sensor (or perhaps a brake) that relays the status of chromosome segregation and cell wall
constriction between their respective machineries (31, 40, 42, 62). Supporting evidence for this
idea came from recent studies showing that �matP cells constrict at a faster rate than WT cells
(32, 40) (Figure 8c). In the absence of the linkage, there is no coordination (or braking) between
cell wall constriction and chromosome segregation; thus, new septum synthesis is able to proceed
as fast as the corresponding enzymatic activities allow, and cells constrict over unsegregated chro-
mosomes (133). Additionally, faster constriction under the condition of destabilized Z-rings also
indicates that a stable Z-ring may not be essential for and could even hinder cell wall constriction,
an important point on which we further elaborate below.
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Figure 7

Schematic of the Z-ring functioning as a cytokinesis coordinator. The Z-ring is sandwiched between the
inner membrane and chromosome: FtsZ is attached to the inner membrane by FtsA, which makes further
contacts with cell wall remodeling enzymes and regulators, and also attached to the chromosome by the
ZapA–ZapB–MatP–DNA linkage. The presence of the linkage could coordinate the progression of cell wall
constriction and chromosome segregation either mechanically or biochemically.

Note that, in addition to the Z-ring, ZapA and FtsK could also serve as coordinators between
cell wall constriction and chromosome segregation. ZapA intriguingly interacts with a large num-
ber of divisome inner membrane proteins that do not interact directly with FtsZ, including FtsQ,
FtsL, FtsB, FtsW, and FtsN (8, 132).These proteins are core divisome proteins involved in septum
synthesis. FtsK interacts with FtsL, FtsQ, FtsI, and FtsN through its N-terminal transmembrane
domain and with the chromosome through its C-terminal DNA motor domain (75). A recent
study found that the ordered segregation of sister chromosomes by FtsK requires the presence of
MatP, suggesting that these two proteins may indeed coordinate with each other (203).

Z-Ring as a Constriction Force Generator

Perhaps the most hotly debated function of the Z-ring in the past decade is whether it generates a
mechanical force to drive the invagination of the inner membrane during cytokinesis (60, 61, 200,
237) (Figure 8a). One could easily rationalize that the Z-ring may convert the chemical energy
released by GTP hydrolysis into mechanical energy to drive membrane constriction. Can FtsZ
filaments indeed generate a mechanical force? Several in vitro liposome reconstitution studies
have provided convincing evidence that this is the case. Specifically, when attached to membrane
using a MTS,MTS–FtsZ was found to polymerize into circular or helical structures in liposomes
and deform the liposome in a variety of geometries. In some cases, these filamentous MTS–FtsZ
structures are also able to constrict the liposomes completely (160–163).

Howmight FtsZ filaments generate a force?How FtsZ filaments would generate the mechan-
ical force to deform or constrict liposomes is unclear. Three basic mechanisms could be at play:
(a) the intrinsic persistence length or bending rigidity of FtsZ filaments, (b) GTP hydrolysis–
induced filament conformational change (41, 57, 59–61, 125, 161, 183), and (c) FtsZ polymeriza-
tion dynamics. Other, more complex mechanisms stemming from the basic three have also been
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Figure 8 (Figure appears on preceding page)

(a) Schematics of the Z-ring functioning as a constriction force generator through GTP hydrolysis–induced
filament bending. (b) A recent crystallographic study (114) shows that GTP hydrolysis causes the FtsZ
protofilament to bend, but the bending is toward the membrane (top) if the C-terminal tail of FtsZ (small blue
rod) is directly attached to the membrane, which is opposite the direction of membrane invagination. To
accommodate the bending conformation, the flexible linker between the globular domain and C-terminal
tail of FtsZ has to wrap around the filament to attach to the membrane (dotted outlines, bottom). Note that the
models shown are for visualization purposes only and are not based on the molecular dynamics simulations
done in Reference 114. (c) Growth condition–normalized septum closure rate measurements made in
wild-type (WT) BW25113 Escherichia coli cells in minimal media compared with different background strains
including mutants affecting FtsZ’s GTPase activity (E238A, E250A, G105S and D158A), FtsI’s activity
(MC123), chromosome segregation (�matP), and Z-ring stability (�minC), in addition to different WT
strain backgrounds (MC4100, DH5α) and WT BW25113 cells growing in rich defined growth medium
(EZ). The FtsI mutant constricts significantly slower than WT cells, �matP constricts faster, and all other
perturbations of the Z-ring did not produce significant changes in septum closure rates (40, 239).
(d) Constriction time measured in a series of Bacillus subtilis strains showed a high correlation with Z-ring
treadmilling speed (20).

proposed, such as immediate reannealing of FtsZ protofilaments upon GTP hydrolysis–induced
subunit loss (211), condensation of FtsZ protofilaments caused by lateral affinity (105), sliding of
FtsZ protofilaments by continuous polymerization or depolymerization (212), or combinations of
these mechanisms (69, 89, 164, 211). For excellent reviews on different force generation mecha-
nisms, the readers are referred to References 59, 61, and 137.

In the first basic mechanism, any polymer with a given persistence length will be able to de-
form or bend an attached membrane if the membrane is softer than the polymer. In relation to
FtsZ, this mechanism could be independent of GTP hydrolysis, as formation of the polymeric
Z-ring only requires the binding of GTP by FtsZ. Consistent with this idea, in vitro liposome
reconstitution experiments have shown that purified FtsZ can induce visible liposome constric-
tions that are independent of GTP hydrolysis, as Z-rings assembled in the presence of a slowly
hydrolyzable GTP analog, GMPCPP, deformed liposomes in a similar manner as those formed
with GTP (160). In another reconstitution experiment, the persistence length of FtsZ filaments
(likely FtsZ bundles made of multiple protofilaments) was estimated to be approximately 0.7–
1.4 μm based on the bending modulus of the attached soft lipid tubes (176). This persistence
length is orders of magnitude smaller than that of microtubules [approximately 1.5 mm (176)] or
actin filaments [approximately 20 μm (176)] and leads to softer FtsZ filaments [Young’s modu-
lus of approximately 8–16 MPa (105)] compared to the E. coli membrane and cell wall [Young’s
modulus of approximately 20–25 MPa (224)]. Therefore, although it appears that FtsZ filaments
could indeed deform and constrict membranes in vitro, it is unlikely that, in vivo, the rigidity of
FtsZ filaments will be able to exert a sufficient force to deform the membrane and cell wall to the
extent of driving cell wall constriction.

The second mechanism relies on a straight-to-curved conformational change of FtsZ fila-
ments upon GTP hydrolysis (Figure 8a). The straight-to-curved conformation change has been
proposed for some years; both straight and curved FtsZ filaments have been observed in vivo by
Cryo-ECT studies (116, 212, 241) and in vitro by EM studies (94, 125, 183). However, the curved
or bent confirmation of a FtsZ dimer was only recently observed at the atomic level (114, 139).
Li et al. (114) found that a GDP-bound Mycobacterium tuberculosis FtsZ protofilament exhibits
a curved conformation, in contrast to the straight conformation that was invariably observed in
nearly all previous FtsZ structures from other bacterial species (108, 111, 139, 158, 180, 213).
Surprisingly, the GDP-bound open conformation causes the C-terminal surface of theMtb FtsZ
protofilament to bend toward but not away from the membrane (Figure 8b). Such a conformation
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is at odds with the known membrane-facing geometry of the C terminus of FtsZ filaments (90,
161). An early study has convincingly demonstrated that, when an MTS is placed at FtsZ’s C
terminus, the filaments cause concaved depressions on liposomes; conversely, when the MTS is
switched to the N terminus, only concaved bulges are observed (161). It was proposed that the
flexible, disordered C-terminal linker (29, 30, 68) could possibly wrap around the filament to allow
the C-terminal tail to reach over to the membrane so that the both the N and C termini of FtsZ
protofilament would face themembrane (Figure 8b). It is unclear what would prevent the protofil-
ament from simply rolling over and adopting the opposite curvature toward the membrane.

Finally, recent computational simulations suggest that, in order for the filament-bendingmodel
to work, one critical requirement must be satisfied: The linker between FtsZ and the membrane
should be rigid enough to prevent the filament from rolling over to curve on the surface of the
membrane instead of bending away from the membrane (152). As such, while it remains a formal
possibility that FtsZ protofilaments exhibit GTP hydrolysis–dependent conformational change,
such a change may not necessarily be responsible for membrane invagination in vivo.

In the third basic mechanism, treadmilling dynamics (i.e., the continuous polymerization at
one end and depolymerization at the other end) of FtsZ filaments could also be responsible for
generating a constrictive force. In a recent in vitro work, soft lipid tubes were pulled from giant
FtsZ-decorated lipid vesicles by optical tweezers (177).As FtsZ filaments treadmilled on the pulled
tubes, dynamic helical deformations of the tubes were observed. The helical deformations were
interpreted as the lipid tube (modeled as an elastic rod) being twisted by a constant force generated
by the treadmilling FtsZ filaments. A FtsZ GTPase mutant that is able to assemble into ring-
like structures but unable to treadmill also caused a helical twist of the pulled tubes; however,
the development of the twist was delayed, and the pitches of the twists were much larger than
those caused by WT FtsZ. The difference in the helical compression of the lipid tubes between
the WT and mutant FtsZ was used to deduce that the treadmilling activity of FtsZ could indeed
generate a torsional force on the order of 1–2 pN (contingent on the size of the treadmilling
FtsZ filament). This force is small compared to what is thought to be required to deform the
inner membrane or cell wall of bacterial cells (on the order of nN) (106, 237). Note that the force
generated by treadmilling dynamics is not dependent on, but rather is only enhanced by, GTP
hydrolysis. Further theoretical work needs to be developed to explain the mechanism by which
treadmilling could generate a mechanical force perpendicular to the filament’s travel direction to
invaginate the inner membrane during cytokinesis.

Is a force required for cell wall constriction? Regardless of what mechanism might govern
FtsZ’s force generation, an important question to ask is whether such a force is required for cell wall
constriction in vivo.Recent computational simulationwork suggests that amechanical constrictive
force might be necessary to bias the synthesis of new septum toward the inner face of the cell at
the site of the septum (151). In this work, Nguyen et al. (151) showed that, in order for the septal
cell wall to constrict (i.e., reduce in diameter), a newly inserted sPG hoopmust be smaller than the
previous one. This requirement could be satisfied if a sufficient force against the turgor pressure
is available to pull (or push) the newly synthesized sPG strand inward to skip one potential cross-
linking site on the old sPG strand and cross-link with the next available site instead. Thus, the
number of cross-links made in the new hoop of sPG strands will be less than the previous one,
and in turn, the septum diameter will reduce gradually as more new sPG strands are inserted.
The same work also suggests that septal cell wall growth in the absence of such a biasing force
would not lead to constriction, but instead only to cell elongation, as newly inserted PG strands
will match one-to-one with the existing strands without tightening them. The estimated force
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required for this mechanism to work is approximately 15 nN (151); such a force could theoretically
be generated by the Z-ring if 100%of the energy released byGTPwere harnessed for this purpose
(91, 237).

In other works, it was suggested that the periplasm and cytoplasm of gram-negative bacteria
may be isosmotic, and therefore there is no need to have a force to overcome the turgor pressure
at the inner membrane (35, 60, 163, 202). Supporting this hypothesis, there are Cryo-ECT images
showing that the inner membrane is far ahead of the cell wall and outer membrane during cell
division (11). In such a scenario, the Z-ring does not need to rely on a force generation mechanism
to invaginate the inner membrane (99a). However, it is commonly acknowledged that, in gram-
negative bacteria such asE. coli andC. crescentus, the invagination of the three layers of cell envelope
(inner membrane, cell wall, and outer membrane) is concurrent at all constriction stages with no
apparent changes in the distances in between (35, 202). It has also been pointed out that, even
though the periplasm and cytoplasm may be isosmotic, upon cell wall constriction, the volumes
of both periplasm and cytoplasm will be reduced (131). Therefore, the Z-ring (or some other
components of the divisome) will still need to overcome turgor pressure at the constriction site to
invaginate the inner membrane (131).

Does a force from the Z-ring drive cell wall constriction? Finally, while plenty of evidence
has demonstrated that FtsZ filaments can indeed generate a constrictive force through a variety
of potential mechanisms, it is unknown whether such a force is relevant in vivo, or if it is
sufficient to drive membrane invagination and/or cell wall constriction. In two comprehensive
investigations of whether the Z-ring generates a constrictive force to limit the progression of cell
wall constriction, Coltharp et al. (40) and Yang et al. (239) found that the septum closure rate
(i.e., or how fast a cell constricts) was insensitive to substantial changes in all Z-ring properties
proposed to generate a constrictive force (Figure 8c). These perturbations include changes
in FtsZ’s GTPase activity, Z-ring density, and the timing of Z-ring assembly and disassembly.
Instead, the constriction rate was limited by the activity of FtsI, the essential sPG transpeptidase.
There is also no correlation between FtsZ’s treadmilling dynamics and the corresponding septum
closure rate in E. coli (239). Consistent with these observations, the septum synthesis activity,
estimated by the incorporation of fluorescent D-Ala-D-Ala analogs, remained the same across all
of the FtsZ mutant backgrounds (239).

These results, while surprising in the context of the Z-ring-centric force generation model,
are consistent with known observations that severe FtsZ GTPase mutants, such as FtsZ84 and
D212A in E. coli, are viable and grow with minimal cell division defects at permissive tempera-
tures (86). This suggests that, even though the Z-ring may indeed generate a constrictive force
in vivo, this force is not dependent on GTP hydrolysis, nor is it limiting for the cell wall con-
striction rate. Instead, the septum cell wall synthesis rate, perhaps limited by available precursor
levels (11), sets the limit for how fast the cell wall constricts (40). Interestingly, in B. subtilis, the
opposite was observed: The faster FtsZ treadmills, the faster a cell constricts (20) (Figure 8d).
Thus, in gram-positive bacteria, cell wall constriction may not be limited by cell wall precursor
levels, but instead by FtsZ dynamics or the corresponding force generation. It has yet to be de-
termined whether placing E. coli cells under rich growth conditions, where cell wall precursors
are unlimited, or placing B. subtilis cells under poor growth conditions, where cell wall precursors
are limited, would lead to opposite results. Additionally, a new theoretical study suggests that, de-
pending on the diffusive dynamics of cell wall synthesis enzymes in different bacterial species, the
same treadmilling dynamics of FtsZ could produce differential effects in modulating the level of
enzymes available for cell wall constriction, thus altering the cell wall constriction rate (140). We
further elaborate on this point in the next section.
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Z-ring as a Cell Pole Shape Determinant

While many studies in the past decade have focused on the force generation function of the Z-
ring, it is important to emphasize that there is a long history of studies documenting the significant
involvement of the Z-ring in septal cell wall synthesis and cell pole morphogenesis. Early fluo-
rescence microscopy and EM studies in E. coli found that the shape of FtsZ filaments determines
the shape of the constricting septum: Cells with WT Z-rings produced smooth, symmetric septa,
while cells with arcs or spirals of mutant FtsZ filaments displayed asymmetric, incomplete, or
twisted septa (6). This role is attributed to the ability of the Z-ring to recruit all of the essential
and nonessential septal cell wall remodelers and localize them to the division plane (46, 77, 127).
Indeed, it was subsequently observed that new sPG is only inserted into the cell wall where FtsZ
polymerizes inE. coli (225),C. crescentus (1), and S. aureus (168). It is possible that themajor function
of the Z-ring in bacterial cell division is not to divide the cell but to govern the cell pole morpho-
genesis through its participation in septal cell wall synthesis. In fact, in wall-less L-form bacteria,
FtsZ becomes dispensable and is no longer required for cell proliferation or division (109).

How does the Z-ring function as a cell pole shape determinant? Given our current under-
standing of Z-ring structure and dynamics, the mechanism of determining septum shape simply
by recruitment and localization does not appear to suffice. For example, if new sPG were only
inserted where FtsZ clusters are located, one should expect that the septa of the GTPase mutant
FtsZD212A cells should be much smoother and more symmetric than those of WT cells because
the mutant ZD212A-rings are much more continuous and homogenous than theWT Z-rings (128)
(Figure 4d). However, the opposite was observed experimentally (239) (Figure 9).

Another example is that, in C. crescentus, disrupting the C-terminal linker between FtsZ’s
GTPase domain and extreme C-terminal tail caused a cell wall bulging and lysis phenotype at fu-
ture division sites (209).The cell wall composition was also altered—there was lower cross-linking
and longer glycan strands in the mutant cells. Nevertheless, the recruitment and localization pat-
terns of many divisome proteins remained the same. These proteins include Z-ring-associated
proteins, proteins involved in PG precursor synthesis, and proteins involved in sPG synthesis and
regulation (209). It was later found that FtsZ’s linker modulates filament structure and dynamics in
vitro (208, 210), suggesting FtsZ’s dynamics are important for proper septal cell wall remodeling
and cell pole shape morphogenesis.

The discovery of Z-ring’s treadmilling dynamics provides an important clue as to how the Z-
ring functions to govern septal morphogenesis. It is possible that the dynamic remodeling of the Z-
ring, rather than its localization pattern, is required for a symmetric, smooth cell wall constriction.
The treadmilling dynamics would allow the Z-ring to sample the surface of the growing septum
evenly over time, thereby ensuring a uniform distribution of sPG synthesis along the septum
(Figure 9a). Specifically, because each round of FtsZ filament treadmilling along the septum only
takes approximately 100 s (assuming a 3 μm circumference), whereas the constriction period is
usually orders of magnitude longer (>10 min under most lab growth conditions), the time scale
separation allows treadmilling Z-rings to average out any possible stochastic fluctuations in the
septal distribution of sPG enzymes to ensure an even synthesis of the septum from all around.

Supporting this hypothesis, when new sPG synthesis was pulse-labeled using fluorescent D-
amino acid analogues (FDAAs) (103) in E. coli (Figure 9b), WT cells showed dot-like punctate
incorporation of FDAAs at very short time scales (<10 s) but homogenous incorporation at long
time scales (>100 s) (239). In contrast, FtsZ GTPase mutant cells showed only partial, incom-
plete FDAA incorporation along the septa even at very long time scales (>800 s), indicating that
although the structure of the mutant Z-rings are more continuous and homogenous, the lack of
treadmilling dynamics renders an uneven distribution of sPG synthesis activity, which gives rise
to the abnormal septum morphology (239).
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Figure 9

(a) Schematic of the Z-ring functioning as a cell pole shape determinant. The directional treadmilling
dynamics of the Z-ring provides a spatial cue to attract sPG synthase molecules to follow the directional
movement, thus distributing them evenly along the septum. (b) HADA labeling of Escherichia coli septum
synthesis showed that, at a short time scale (10 s), both WT and the D212G mutant had punctate
incorporation. At a long time scale (810 s), WT cells showed homogenous incorporation of HADA intensity,
corresponding to smooth septum in the scanning electron microscopy image on the right, while the D212G
mutant showed incomplete and asymmetric HADA incorporation and deformed septa (yellow arrowheads)
(239). (c) SMT of FtsI molecules with maximal intensity projections (left, yellow arrowheads) and
corresponding kymographs (right) in the WT (top) and D212G (bottom) FtsZ mutant E. coli cells showed
correlated directional movement with FtsZ’s treadmilling speeds (239). Abbreviation: SMT, single-molecule
tracking; sPG, septal peptidoglycan; WT, wild-type.

Most excitingly, SMT found that individual septum-specific cell wall enzyme molecules, such
as TPases [PBP2b in B. subtilis (20) and PBP3 in E. coli (239)] and PGTase [FtsW in E. coli (241)],
move directionally along the septum, and that their movements were driven by FtsZ’s treadmilling
dynamics (Figure 9c). How stationary FtsZ monomers in treadmilling FtsZ polymers in the cy-
toplasm drive the directional movement of single sPG enzyme molecules in the periplasm is un-
known.However, a recent study indicated that a Brownian rachet model could be at play (13, 140).
In this model, sPG enzyme molecules continuously track with the shrinking end of a treadmilling
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FtsZ filament via local diffusion coupled with repeated binding and unbinding (140). As such,
while bacterial cells do not have linear motors akin to kinesin or myosin, FtsZ could use GTP
hydrolysis–driven treadmilling to function as a motor and deliver cargo (sPG enzyme molecules)
directionally along the septum.

It is important to note that, although the influence of FtsZ’s treadmilling dynamics on total sPG
synthesis activity is different between B. subtilis [faster Z-ring treadmilling speed corresponds to
higher total sPG synthesis activity (20) (Figure 8d)] and other bacteria [total sPG synthesis activity
independent of FtsZ’s treadmilling speed in E. coli, S. pneumoniae, and S. aureus (20, 145, 169, 239)
(Figure 8c)], it is difficult to envision a molecular mechanism in which, at the single-molecule
level, a sPG synthase molecule would gain higher sPG synthesis activity if it moves faster on the
FtsZ’s treadmilling track.

In fact, a new study in E. coli found that the population of FtsW molecules driven by FtsZ’s
treadmilling dynamics is not active in sPG synthesis (240). This study observed that two popula-
tions of processively moving FtsWmolecules exist at the septum (240). A fast-moving population
of FtsW is driven by the treadmilling dynamics of FtsZ and independent of sPG synthesis, as pre-
viously shown on FtsI in E. coli (239, 240). A slow-moving population of FtsW is driven by active
sPG synthesis and independent of FtsZ treadmilling dynamics (240). In other words, FtsZ’s tread-
milling dynamics only influence the speed of the fast-moving, inactive population but not that of
the slow-moving, active population of FtsW in E. coli. Furthermore, FtsN, a late divisome protein
and potential sPG synthesis activator, was found to promote the slow-moving, sPG synthesis–
dependent population. Based on these results, a two-track model was proposed (Figure 9a).
Inactive sPG synthase molecules follow the fast treadmilling Z-track to be distributed along the
septum; FtsN promotes their release from the Z-track to become active in sPG synthesis on the
slow sPG-track (Figure 9a). This model integrates spatial information into the regulation of sPG
synthesis activity and could serve as a mechanism for the spatiotemporal coordination of bacterial
cell wall constriction.

Supporting the existence of a FtsZ-independent sPG-track, in S. pneumoniae, the septum-
specific TPase, PBP2x, and FtsW were also found to move directionally, but their moving speeds
were independent of FtsZ treadmilling and only dependent on active sPG synthesis (169). In S.
aureus, septum constriction continues even in the absence of FtsZ treadmilling in highly con-
stricted cells (145), indicating that FtsZ’s treadmilling dynamics are no longer necessary once cells
pass the initial constriction stage.

Such a two-track model (240), coupled with the Brownian rachet model described above (140),
could also potentially explain the differential dependence of total sPG synthesis activity on FtsZ’s
treadmilling speed in different bacterial species. A recent theoretical study shows that, when FtsZ
treadmills too fast, a sPG enzyme molecule will not be able to keep up with the treadmilling
FtsZ polymer if it diffuses slowly between consecutive end-tracking steps. Therefore, the faster
FtsZ treadmills, the more sPG enzyme molecules will be released from the Z-track to become
available for active sPG synthesis, increasing the total sPG synthesis activity to that observed in B.
subtilis (20). If sPG enzyme molecules diffuse relatively fast, so that they can always keep persistent
end-tracking of treadmilling FtsZ polymers (as in E. coli, where FtsW and FtsI molecules diffuse
approximately 10-fold faster than their counterparts in B. subtilis), or extremely slow to become
completely independent of FtsZ’s treadmilling, as in S. pneumoniae and S. aureus, then the total sPG
synthesis activity would be insensitive to FtsZ’s treadmilling speed. In the latter scenario, Z-ring
treadmilling could perhaps function to distribute other sPG regulators that indirectly influence
the spatial distribution of sPG synthases.

Taken together, these newer studies suggest that the Z-ring mainly works as a shuttle to trans-
port sPG enzymes to different sites along the septum but does not dictate how fast these enzymes
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work. It is possible that, in this role, FtsZ in cell division governs the cell pole shape morphogene-
sis, as MreB does in cell elongation: MreB is an actin homolog (222) that determines the rod-like
cell shape (194, 232); it guides the directional movement of the Rod system for lateral cell wall
synthesis during cell elongation to maintain the rod cell shape (194).

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Since the discovery of FtsZ half a century ago, this essential, highly conserved bacterial tubulin
homolog has stayed center stage in the study of bacterial cell division and sparked intense scientific
interest. From the initial genetic and cytological investigations in bulk cultures, to biochemical and
biophysical characterizations in vitro, and finally to single-molecule studies in single cells with
unprecedented resolution and sensitivity, our knowledge of the structure, function, and dynamics
of the Z-ring has advanced substantially.

We now understand that the Z-ring is not a static or regularly packed structure, but is instead
highly dynamic and discontinuous; the treadmilling dynamics and heterogeneous organization
of the Z-ring are direct consequences of FtsZ’s GTPase activity and have little to do with other
known Z-ring regulators. Such dynamics and structure are also essential to carry out the functions
of the Z-ring in directing the spatiotemporal distribution of septal cell wall remodelers to ensure
correct cell pole morphogenesis. Dynamic treadmilling may also allow the Z-ring to constantly
survey the leading edge of the new septum, perhaps mending unevenly constricted septum as
needed. A static, homogenously organized Z-ring such as that of FtsZD212A would lack this critical
ability to adjust and thus lead to highly deformed and incomplete septa.

It remains unknownwhether the Z-ring generates amechanical force in vivo, but if it does, then
the force does not limit how fast the cell wall constricts. The most likely scenario is that the Z-ring
may bias the direction of new sPG strand insertion by deforming the inner membrane. How this
spatial cue is transmitted to the sPG synthesis direction is unknown.The two-track and Brownian
ratchet models also need to be further examined under different cell division scenarios and in
different bacterial species. Finally, we do not know how sPG synthesis activity is spatiotemporally
coordinated with sPG hydrolase activity to avoid cell wall lesion during constriction, which is
perhaps one of the most important and dangerous tasks a bacterial cell has to accomplish.

It is an exciting time for the field of bacterial cell division. New discoveries in the past few
years only begin to scratch the surface of the complex spatiotemporal regulation mechanism in
bacterial cell division. With the substantial knowledge foundation built in the past half century
and new technical advances in single-cell and single-molecule analyses, the field is poised to make
breakthroughs for many years to come.
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